Abstract: A two-dimensional dynamical model is established to simulate current circulation and sediment transport induced by storm surges in a schematic harbor. The model accounts for both settling and resuspension processes of cohesive fine sediments in a salty water environment. The numerical results demonstrate that the current follows wind albeit with a time lag, and so does sediment concentration. The time lag between current and wind is of the order of interval needed for wind to transfer momentum to the whole water body. Whereas, the retarded dynamic balance of sediment entrainment and settling fluxes is responsible for the time lag between sediment concentration and current. When a tropical cyclone, or conventionally so-called typhoon in the Pacific area, is passing through the harbor, the higher sediment concentration inside the harbor is found to the right of the path rather than to the left of it. Bed deformation is found to be substantially influenced by typhoon tracks relative to the harbor. For a harbor facing east, a northward typhoon results in erosion and the southward or westward one causes deposition. Both erosion and deposition occur along the coast with little bedform variations near the harbor center.
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Introduction

In the coastal region where tropical cyclones hit frequently, storm-induced sediment deposition and erosion play a significant role in coastal and environmental engineering. Very often, storm events cause enormous economic loss and environmental hazards (Walker and Rana 1999). A strong storm may overtop barrier islands, removing sediments from the beach or near-shore environment and depositing overwash fans across back-barrier marshes, lakes, and lagoons (Goodbred et al. 1998; Donnelly et al. 2001). In some coastal areas, tropical cyclones may account for up to 90% of the coastline retreat (Stone et al. 1997). Even more seriously, sedimentation during a single typhoon’s process, which lasts only for days or even hours, may also lead to waterway blockage. As a paradigm, the navigation waterway in the Yangtze River Estuary, East China, was entirely obstructed when Typhoon 8310 went through in the summer of 1983 (Li et al. 2003). Consequently, the original waterway had to be abandoned and replaced by the North Channel since then.

During recent decades, many people have studied sediment transport in coastal areas (Nielsen 1992; Rajaona 1995; Li and Davies 1996; Karambas and Kouititas 2002). However, most of these works mainly dealt with the issue under normal current and wave conditions, seldom involving the effect of storm surge. Meanwhile, marine scientists are exclusively concerned with sea level response and current pattern during storms in estuaries and bays (James et al. 1994; As-Salek and Yasuda 1995; Bode and Hardy 1997; Noye 1999).

Since a great many coastal and environmental engineering issues in near-shore regions are caused by severe erosion or deposition, considerable attention has been paid to the link between sediment transport and storm surge. Vellinga (1982) performed mobile-bed model tests to observe the process of dune erosion during storm surges. Hequette and Hill (1993) examined storm-generated currents and offshore sediment transport on a sandy seabed based on field data analysis. Hill et al. (2003) measured waves, currents, and suspended sediment concentration in 10 m water depth during an intense storm with water level over 3 m for 15 h. They revealed that the dominant bedforms are large three-dimensional ripples formed in orbital motion flows under storm conditions. In the meantime, a great many numerical models have contributed to dune erosion or beach profiling (Zheng and Robert 1997; Keen and Glenn 2002), cross-shore sediment transport (Lee et al. 1999), etc., during storms or hurricanes, which have revealed the close relationships between coastal morphology and storm surges. There is still a good amount of literature focusing on long-term issues, such as storm effect on coast retreat (Leont’yev 2003), regional morphological response to the storm surges or high water level (Morton and Sallenger 2003; Bartholdy et al. 2004), relationships between storm frequency and shoreline dynamics (Orviku et al. 2003), etc. However, an in-depth understanding of fundamental processes governing sediment motion during storms is still urgently needed in harbor and navigation channel design. In particular, storm-induced sediment transport involves many factors, such as: Storm strength, scale and trajectory, sea bottom topography and geometric configuration, sediment textures, vegetative cover, etc. (Morton 2002). And, it is
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explored based on the previous case studies. Where deposition or erosion occurs during one storm process are concentrations with more moderate undulation happens is clarified as tail. Similarly, why time lag between current and sediment concentration with more moderate undulation happens is clarified as well. Finally, the influences of typhoon tracks on how much and where deposition or erosion occurs during one storm process are explored based on the previous case studies.

The objective of the present study is focused on storm-induced current circulation and sediment concentration variation in a schematic harbor in order to examine the dependence of deposition/erosion in the harbor on typhoon paths during one storm process. The contents of the current paper are planned as follows. To begin with, a numerical model to predict storm-induced current circulation and sediment transport is established. The comparison with the results of Wang’s Nomograph (Bao 1991) is made to validate the proposed model. Subsequently, we have simulated current circulation, the variation of sediment concentration and bathymetric evolution in a number of cases. The finding of time lag between wind and current time series is then elucidated by momentum transfer. The temporal variations and asymmetric spatial distribution of sediment concentration in the harbor are analyzed in detail. Similarly, why time lag between current and sediment concentration with more moderate undulation happens is clarified as well. Finally, the influences of typhoon tracks on how much and where deposition or erosion occurs during one storm process are explored based on the previous case studies.

Formulation of the Model

Modeling Storm-Induced Currents

Storm-excited currents are governed by the depth averaged N–S equation system with the Coriolis force taken into consideration. They look like of the form:

\[
\frac{\partial \xi}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (Hu)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (Hv)}{\partial y} = 0
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial (Hu)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (Hu u)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (Hv u)}{\partial y} = f Hv
\]  

\[
= -g H \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial x} - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{\rho} (v_d^* - v_{d}^{'})
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial (Hv)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (Hu v)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (Hv v)}{\partial y} = f Hu
\]  

\[
= -g H \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial y} - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} + \frac{1}{\rho} (v_d^* - v_{d}^{'})
\]

in the Cartesian Coordinate system, where \(\xi\)=sea surface elevation; \(h\)=the water depth with respect to the mean sea level; and \(H=h+\zeta, (u,v)\) denote the depth-averaged horizontal velocity components, \(\rho\)=density of sea water; \(p\)=the atmospheric pressure, \((v_d^*, v_{d}^{'})\) and \((\tau_d^*, \tau_{d}^{'})\)=surface wind stress and the bottom drag components, respectively, \(f\) indicates the Coriolis parameter \((f=2\Omega \sin \varphi, \text{where } \Omega \text{ is the angular speed of rotation of the Earth}; \varphi \text{ the latitude of the harbor under } f\text{-plane assumption});\) and \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity.

As we know, the major driving forces of water motion in a tropical cyclone process are wind shear stress and air pressure applied on water surface. However, the bottom drag is also a significant factor regulating the flows in shallow water regions. All of them should be parameterized appropriately to reflect realistic physical essence. As far as the surface and the bottom stresses is concerned, the conventional quadratic law:

\[
(\tau_d^*, \tau_{d}^{'}) = \rho C_d W(W_d, W_d)
\]

\[
(\tau_d^{*b}, \tau_{d}^{*'b}) = \rho C_d U(u,v) - \beta (\tau_d^n, \tau_{d}^{*n})
\]

is used, where \(U\)=depth-averaged mean current speed; \(\beta=0.35\) is a constant; \(C_d=2.6 \times 10^{-4}\)=the empirical bottom friction coefficient (Yin 1985); \(\rho_a\)=density of air; \(W, W_d, W_d\)=wind speed and its x and y components; and the drag coefficient \(C_d\) reads (Bao 1991):

\[
10^3 C_D = \begin{cases} 0.554, & W \leq 4.917 \\ -0.12 + 0.137W, & 4.917 < W < 19.221 \\ 2.513, & W = 19.221 \\ \end{cases}
\]

Wang (1991) compared five widely used models of pressure field and found that combined Fujita and Takahashi formulae:

\[
p(r) = \begin{cases} p_a - \frac{p_a - p_0}{\sqrt{1 + 2(r/R)^2}}, & 0 \leq r < 2R \\ p_a - \frac{p_a - p_0}{1 + r/R}, & 2R \leq r < \infty \end{cases}
\]

yields more reasonable radial pressure distribution, where \(R\)=radius of maximum wind speed; \(r\)=distance from the storm center; \(p_a\)=the pressure at the storm center; and \(p_a\)=the ambient atmospheric pressure.

The total wind field is then estimated by superposing the convection due to the typhoon’s motion itself (Bao 1991)

\[
V = V_x \exp\left(-\frac{\pi |r-R|}{4 R}\right) + V_y \exp\left(-\frac{\pi |r-R|}{4 R}\right)
\]

and the gradient wind field

\[
|G| = \frac{f}{2} + \sqrt{\frac{f^2}{4} + \frac{r dp(r)}{4 \rho_a dr}}
\]
in tropical cyclone, where \(G\)=gradient wind vector, rotating counterclockwise in the north hemisphere. The magnitude of wind speed \(G\) grows rapidly with \(r\) from zero at the typhoon center up to the maximum one right at the cyclone eye edge, and then drops very slowly with \(r\). Considering mobile storm, the total wind field is found asymmetrical with the greatest wind occurring to the right of the tropical cyclone in the north hemisphere.

To validate the model, we have simulated water motion in an open sea domain of 600 km long along the coast and 192 km wide with the depth linearly increases from 5 m to 103 m seaward. The calculated surge peaks excited by tropical cyclones that move perpendicularly landward at a speed of 21.6 km/h but with a different pressure drop \(\Delta p = p_a - p_0\) and maximum wind radius \(R\) is shown in Fig. 1. The air pressure drop ranges from 20 hPa for a weak storm to 100 hPa corresponding a very strong one. And the maximum wind radius varies from 10 km to as large as 90 km. As compared with the results in Wang’s Nomograph (Bao 1991), the error of the present model at most is within 0.10 m.
Modeling Storm-Induced Sediment Transport

Under the assumption of dilute concentration, the passive scalar transport model (Zhou and Li 2000; Zhou et al. 2000): 

\[
\frac{\partial (Hc)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (uHc)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (vHc)}{\partial y} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( D_x \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( D_y \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right) + S
\]

is used to predict sediment transportation, where 
c=depth-averaged sediment concentration; \(D_x, D_y\) are horizontal sediment diffusivity; and \(S\) is source/sink term due to the exchange of suspended load and bed load and expressed as the difference of entrainment and settling fluxes:

\[
S = E_\pi \rho_s - \omega C_b
\]

where \(\rho_s\) is density of sediment particles; and \(\omega\) is settling velocity. In coastal areas, salinity usually exhibits a significant effect on sediment initiation due to flocculation. Therefore, we should simultaneously solve the salinity convection-diffusion equation to estimate the settling speed of sediment particles. Nevertheless, salinity may be regarded as almost uniform in strongly disturbed and fully mixed seawater during the storm. Namely, a constant salinity may be regarded as almost uniform in strongly disturbed and fully mixed seawater during the storm. According to Chien and Wan (1999), sediment particles finer than 0.01 mm in diameter flocculate easily in a salty water environment. Thus, the settling velocity of sediment depends on salinity and sediment concentration instead of particle size (Fig. 2).

\(C_b\), the sediment concentration at the bottom in Eq. (10), can be related to the depth mean sediment concentration by the exponential concentration formula:

\[
\frac{C_b}{C_0} = e^{-u(z-a)\varepsilon_z}
\]

according to which \(C_b\) can be expressed in term of the depth mean concentration (Zhou et al. 2000):

\[
C_b = K \left[ \frac{\omega(H = a) - 1 - e^{-u(z-a)\varepsilon_z}}{\varepsilon_z} \right] c
\]

where \(c_s\) = sediment concentration at the height of \(z\) above the bottom; \(\varepsilon_z = \kappa u_r H/6\) = vertical sediment diffusivity (\(\kappa = 0.4\) is the von Karman’s constant and \(u_r\) is the friction velocity); \(a =\) reference height equal to the diameter of bed grains; and \(K = 1.08\) = correction factor accounting for the deviation of concentration profile from Eq. (11).

\(E_\pi\) in Eq. (10) is the so-called pick-up function representing sediment flux in volume entrained up from the unit bed area per unit time. The turbulent bursting-based entrainment function proposed by Cao (1997):

\[
E_\pi = \frac{C_{p0}}{vT_b' g} \left( \frac{\rho_s - \rho}{g} \right) \left( \frac{\tau_c}{\tau_c - 1} - 1 \right)
\]

is used, in which \(d = 0.009\) mm, the grain diameter of sediment about the particle size of suspended sediments in the Yangtze River Estuary, China; \(\tau_c\) = skin friction of bed shear stress responsible for sediment incipience; \(\tau_c\) = critical incipient stress of bed sediments; and

\[
P = \lambda C_{p0} \rho_b \left( \frac{\rho_s - \rho}{g} \right) \left( \frac{\tau_c}{\tau_c - 1} - 1 \right)
\]

where \(C_{p0}\) = volumetric concentration (\(m^3/m^3\)) of bed material; \(\nu =\) the viscosity of water; \(\lambda = 0.02 =\) the averaged area of all bursts per unit bed area; and \(T_b' \approx 100 =\) nondimensional bursting period (Cao 1997).

The skin friction of bed shear stress, \(\tau_c\), is estimated after Einstein’s drag-partition formula as \(\tau_c = 0.09 R'/J\), where \(R'\) is the portion of the flow hydraulic radius that corresponds to the skin friction and is computed iteratively from a Keulegan-type profile

\[
\sqrt{u^2 + v^2} = \frac{1}{g R'} \ln \left( \frac{R'}{2.718 z_0} \right)
\]

where \(J\) = water surface slope; and \(z_0\) = roughness length of the sediment bed equal to one-thirtieth of the grain diameter (Wilcock 1993).

The critical incipient stress is defined by Tang’s formula (Chien and Wan 1998)

\[
\tau_c = \frac{1}{77.5} \left[ 3.2 (\rho_s - \rho) d + \left( \frac{\rho_b}{\rho_b_0} \right)^{10} \frac{k}{d} \right] g
\]

where \(k = 2.9 \times 10^{-5}\) kg/m; \(\rho_b_0 = 1600\) kg/m\(^3\)= bulk density of compact bed material; and \(\rho_b\) = bulk density of bed material, which varies during the processes of sediment deposition and resuspension, with its maximal value being \(\rho_b_0\). This formula introduces the effect of fine particles, between which a kind of cohesive force exists, counteracting sediment initiation. The first term on the right of Eq. (16) represents the effect of net sediment weight under water, and the second term the effect of the cohesive force, which may account for a large portion of the critical stress for very fine particles.

Based on the mass conservation law, the bed deformation obeys the following equation:
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\[
\rho_0 \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} + S = 0
\]

where \( \eta \) represents the bed elevation with respect to initial sea
bed position; and \( \rho_0 \) is dry bulk density of bed material. In the present study, we have not considered the bed load in the source
term since it only occupies a very small portion of total sediment
load in the case of fine sediment.

Accordingly, we may have a simple relation between the volumetric concentration \( C_{0b} \), the bulk density \( \rho_b \), and the dry bulk density \( \rho_0 \) of bed material as follows:

\[
C_{0b} = \frac{\rho_0}{\rho_s} = \frac{\rho_b - \rho}{\rho_b - \rho_0}
\]

As a matter of fact, they generally vary from time to time, especially in coastal areas where sediment settling and resuspension occur time and again with waves and tides. In an ideal case of mostly dense compact sediment particles, we yield the maximal value of \( C_{0b} \approx 0.6 \) and \( \rho_b \approx 2000 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), correspondingly if \( \rho_b = 2650 \text{ kg/m}^3 \). Nevertheless, in situ observation indicates that the situation is quite different due to the existing water membrane between sediment particles, which prevents sediment particles from becoming densely arranged. As a result, the maximal value of \( \rho_b \) is actually approximate to \( \rho_{0b} \). On the other hand, the minimal \( \rho_b \) corresponds to that of mud, which contains a certain amount of water and is formed on the bed surface. The bulk density of mud is about 1,100 kg/m\(^3\). For the sake of convenience, we only use the averaged value of \( \rho_b \) instead in the calculation.

**Boundary and Initial Conditions**

Since the motion is generated at rest, the sediment concentration is negligibly low. That is to say, we may approximately assume \( u=v=c=0 \) everywhere at the initial moment. The initial water level is set to the hydrostatic height corresponding to the initial pressure field.

Along the coastline, the nonslip conditions for current and vanished sediment flux are specified. At the open boundaries, the water level is prescribed by hydrostatic principle, and sediment concentration is also assumed to be very low.

**Schematic Harbor Study**

An ideal schematic harbor of 100 km square [EFGH in Fig. 3] is considered. To avoid the influence of the boundary as much as possible, the calculated domain is extended to a 500 km square area. The sea bottom of the domain is assumed to be flat and 10 m below the mean sea level (the Datum). In Fig. 3, \( |AB|=400 \text{ km}, |BC|=500 \text{ km}, \) and the solid line represents the coast. The upwind difference scheme is selected to discretize the governing equations. The domain is meshed with grid size \( \Delta x=2,000 \text{ m}, \Delta y=2,000 \text{ m} \) and refined ones \( \Delta x'=1,000 \text{ m}, \Delta y'=1,000 \text{ m} \) in the harbor. The time step is assumed 120 s for current calculation and 240 s for sediment transport and bed deformation.

To examine the influences of the typhoon path on sediment transport and bed deformation in the harbor, 12 typical straight routes (denoted by number 1 to 12 in Fig. 3) are considered in the simulation. It is assumed that the center of typhoon moves directly over or by the harbor. Each route is defined by a reference location and an incident angle \( \alpha \) described as that between typhoon’s moving direction and axis \( x \). The incident angle ranges from 45° to 270° with an increment 45°. The reference location for track 1 is the midpoint of the FG side. The reference point for tracks 2, 3, and 12 is the harbor center. The harbor mouth center is the reference location for tracks 4 to 9. And tracks 10 and 11 refer to the location E and H, respectively. Each typhoon is supposed to originate from 400 km away from its reference point at the initial moment \( t=0 \). The fundamental parameters of the typhoon are as follows: The maximum wind radius is 48 km; the pressure drop at its center is 50 hPa; and the moving speed is 5 m/s, i.e., 18 km/h. So, each typhoon passes the reference point at \( t=22.22 \text{ h} \).

**Storm-Induced Current Circulation in the Harbor**

Once a typhoon formed in the open sea traverses the harbor, fierce wind stress and air pressure depression tremendously-stir the water in the region. Fig. 4 shows the flow patterns in the harbor at three different moments in the process of typhoon 7. Due to the rotating wind field, the water in the harbor flows approximately in a circular trajectory with a central region nearly at rest corresponding to the calm typhoon eye. This central region slowly follows the moving of the typhoon eye albeit with a time delay. The time lag between current and wind speed is also observed in Fig. 5 of time series plot distinctly. All of the peaks and valleys in the current speed obviously occur behind those in wind speed variation. The average time lag is about 1 h or so. As a matter of fact, the time interval for momentum to transfer from atmosphere to the whole water body is responsible for this kind of delay. We may roughly estimate this time interval as follows. Consider a water body of depth of \( H \) with an area of \( A \) excited by the wind,
Variations of Sediment Concentration in the Harbor

During storms, severe wind stress forces water to circulate and then sediment to suspend. Fig. 5(d) shows the variation of sediment concentration at the mouth center during a storm process. For comparison, the current speed is also plotted in the same diagram. When the typhoon is far from the harbor, wind shear stress at the sea surface is weak and so current speed is too small to entrain sediment particles. As the typhoon is approaching, the current speed rapidly accelerates, thus resulting in the remarkable enhancement of bed shear stress. During the initial stage, the sediment concentration is very low as the current speed is less than 0.4 m/s, implying that almost no sediment particles are suspended from the bed until the bottom stress reaches the shear stress threshold. As the bed shear stress exceeds the threshold for sediment incipience, sediment particles start to suspend from the bed. Hence, it is not surprising that the sediment concentration grows with wind speed since then. Therefore, we believe that the critical current speed for sediment initiation is approximately 0.4 m/s. The salient feature of both current speed and sediment concentration time series possessing two peaks is attributed to the existence of the critical typhoon eye. We may also see from Fig. 5 that the variation of sediment concentration follows the current speed variation with a 1 h lag behind. The fact implies that less energy from current is needed to keep sediments in suspension than to erode them from the bed. In other words, the entrainment starts later than current’s rise due to shear stress threshold and stops later than current’s reduction because the entrainment is still dominant over the settling in a certain period. The balance between suspension and settling can hardly be reached instantly. The retarded dynamic balance between them may reasonably account for this time lag.

Another feature manifested in Fig. 5 is the moderate undulation in concentration curves. In contrast, we may see sharp rising and falling in the current speed diagram with steep valley. That is to say, although the concentration begins to decrease behind its peak, it starts to increase again prior to dropping to a very low value as the current speed does. This is because of the long sluggish falling process or very small settling velocity of finer sediment particles. In the case of salinity of 35 ppt with settling velocity of the order of 0.4 mm/s (Fig. 2), this asymptotic process to a new dynamic equilibrium can last for 7 h or so, which is just the order of the time interval for particles at the sea surface to entirely fall to the seabed. However, the abrupt current speed variation makes the entrainment flux immediately larger than the settling flux in much shorter time duration. It can be seen in Fig. 5(b) that current velocity lower than the critical velocity of 0.4 m/s for sediment incipience only lasts for about 2 h near the current speed valley. Actually, we may approximately estimate the concentration valley by simply removing sediments deposited on the bed during a nonentrainment period from the whole water column. For example, as salinity equals 35 ppt, sediment concentration is 0.673 kg/m³ at the beginning of the nonentrainment period. During this period, sediment particles in the water column below the height of 2.88 m from the bed may deposit to the bed. Removing this part (approximately 30%) of suspended sediment from water, we may roughly estimate the concentration valley as 0.673 × 71.2% = 0.479 kg/m³, very close to the numerical valley 0.448 kg/m³.

With the typhoon’s departure, current speed becomes smaller until it is below the critical velocity for sediment initiation. Then, sediment particles are no longer entrained into the water body and the suspended particles keep falling down to the bottom. However, this process lasts for a long time because the settling flux becomes smaller as sediment concentration reduces. This sluggish process is obviously displayed in Fig. 5(d), where settling lasts for a period of nearly 10 h, the order of settlement in still water. Fig. 6 shows the concentration contours in the harbor at several moments during the storm of track 7 with α = 180°, exhibiting that the sediment concentration in the whole harbor varies with time in an analogous manner to that at the mouth center displayed in Fig. 5(d). That is, the concentration increases with the approaching of a typhoon and decreases with its departure. Moreover, the characteristics of concentration distribution rely heavily on the wind and current field. Sediment concentration in the right area is greater than that in the left area corresponding to the aforementioned flow pattern. The water body with high concentration is found to be located about one wind radius from the typhoon center. Sediment concentration turns out to be very low along the path of the typhoon eye due to the negligible wind and current speed nearby.
Sedimentation and Bathymetric Evolution in the Harbor

Based on the previous discussion, we are now in a position to examine sea bottom evolution processes during storms in the present section. Consider that the seabed ultimately varies from the initial elevation $\eta_0$ to the final elevation $\eta_n$. Then the difference $\Delta \eta = \eta_n - \eta_0$ represents scour (if $\Delta \eta < 0$) or deposition (if $\Delta \eta > 0$) thickness. Integrating $\Delta \eta$ over the whole harbor domain, we yield the total scour or deposition volume:

$$V_{sd} = \int_{EFGH} \Delta \eta \cdot dx \cdot dy$$

(19)

which is obviously a track-dependent quantity. A positive (or negative) $V_{sd}$ means aggradation (or degradation) in the harbor. Table 1 lists $V_{sd}$ for 12 typhoon tracks. It is found that aggradation occurs when the typhoon moves southward or westward. In contrast, a northward typhoon degrades the bed. It is also apparent that both the direction and the relative position of typhoon routes considerably influence the scour or deposition volume. With the sign of $V_{sd}$ changed, the former may even cause bathymetric evolution from degradation to aggradation, or vice versa, whereas the latter only affects the amount of deposition (or scour) quantitatively. The largest deposition occurs as the typhoon passes through the harbor mouth center.

Fig. 7 is a diagram for bed aggradation or degradation in the harbor. We find that aggradation begins at the northeast corner and grows gradually southwest. At the same time, degradation develops from the southeast corner to the northwest region. Little bed change happens near the track.

Alternatively, we may also estimate the total amount of sediment degradation (or aggradation) in a different way. Let’s look at the variation of sediment flux profile at the mouth section:

$$q(y, t) = u \cdot (h + \zeta) \cdot \Delta y \cdot c$$

(20)

to elucidate the implied mechanism. Obviously, the sign of $q$ depends on the current speed component $u$ there. The current carries sediment into the harbor if $q$ is negative, whereas the current emits sediment into open sea if $q$ is positive. Fig. 8 displays the sediment flux profile on the mouth section at seven moments during storms for tracks 6 and 8. The flux is negligible in the time interval beyond the range $18 \, h < t < 32 \, h$. Owing to the time lag between sediment concentration and current speed time series (Fig. 5), the seaward blowing wind exports more sediment from the harbor via the south subsection and the inward blowing wind imports less sediment from the open sea via the north subsection in the case of track 6 [Fig. 8(a)]. Therefore, bed degradation occurs in the southeast part of the harbor as shown in Fig. 7(a). Analogously, Fig. 8(b) accounts for bed changes demonstrated by Fig. 7(c) for track 8. Therefore, it is the flow field pattern and the time lag between sediment concentration and current speed that primarily regulate the whole sediment transport process, such as sediment incipient motion, suspension, settling, bed evolution, etc., in the harbor. Apparently, the time lag between sediment concentration and current speed is also closely associated with typhoon’s intensity and soil properties.

Concluding Remarks

The present study is mainly dedicated to the examination of the effects of storm surge on the short-term bathymetric evolution, about which coastal and environment engineers are concerned. A physical model is established to simulate storm-induced current and sediment transport processes in a schematic harbor. The
model validation and mechanism analysis show that all of the assumptions and parameterization in subgrid processes appear to be adequate and reasonable.

The simulated result reveals that the water particles in the harbor circulate approximately in a circular trajectory with a central region nearly at rest corresponding to the calm typhoon eye when the storm is coming over the site. The current speed to the right of the path is larger than to the left of it due to the superposition of counter-clockwise wind and the typhoon’s movement. The most significant finding of this study is that the current speed variation lags behind wind speed due to the duration needed for momentum transfer from air to water body. Therefore, such a time lag can approximately be estimated by the momentum conservation law, which is responsible for why the deeper the harbor and the weaker the storm, the longer the time lag.

Similarly, the sediment concentration increases and decreases following current speed variation with a time lag as well. Nevertheless, this time lag is attributed to the dynamic adjustment process to balance sediment entrainment and settling in the benthic layer. Sediment can hardly be suspended until current speed exceeds the threshold. On the other hand, sediment concentration continues to increase if entrainment is still dominant over settling even if the wind speed starts to decrease. This retarded dynamic balance may convincingly account for the time lag between current speed and sediment concentration.

We further find that typhoon tracks have a significant impact on sea bottom evolution. While the typhoon track’s direction determines erosion or deposition in the harbor, the relative position of the track regulates the magnitude of erosion/deposition. It is the magnitudes and directions of the current vectors at the mouth and the time lag between sediment concentration and current speed that dominantly regulate sediment delivery processes between the harbor and open sea. Generally speaking, the northward typhoon results in harbor erosion, and the southward or westward one causes deposition. Both erosion and deposition take place along the coastline. Little variation of bed happens near the harbor center.

In order to examine sediment motion in more complicated circumstances, further research should be directed to the effects of marine soil property, sea bed topography, and tide–storm surge interaction.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:

- \( a \) = reference height;
- \( C_b \) = sediment concentration at the bottom;
- \( C_D \) = wind stress coefficient;
- \( C_f \) = bottom friction coefficient;
- \( C_{ob} \) = volumetric concentration of bed material;
- \( c \) = depth-averaged mean sediment concentration;
- \( c_z \) = sediment concentration at the height of \( z \) above the bottom;
- \( D_x, D_y \) = horizontal sediment diffusivity;
- \( d \) = grain diameter of sediment;
- \( E_n \) = pick-up function representing sediment flux in volume entrained up from the unit bed area per unit time;
- \( f \) = Coriolis parameter;
- \( G \) = gradient wind vector;
- \( g \) = gravitational acceleration;
- \( H \) = total water depth;
- \( h \) = water depth with respect to the mean sea level;
- \( J \) = water surface slope;
- \( K \) = a correction factor;
- \( k \) = a constant;
- \( P \) = a factor related to the averaged area of all bursts per unit bed area and the nondimensional bursting period;
- \( p \) = atmospheric pressure;
- \( p_o \) = pressure at the storm center;
- \( p_e \) = ambient atmospheric pressure;
- \( q \) = horizontal sediment flux at the harbor mouth section;
- \( r \) = distance from the storm center;
- \( R \) = radius of maximum wind speed;
- \( R' \) = part of hydraulic radius that corresponds to the skin friction;
- \( S \) = a source/sink expressing balance of sediment entrainment and settling fluxes;
- \( T_b \) = nondimensional bursting period;
- \( U \) = depth mean current velocity;
- \( u, v \) = components of \( U \) in \( x, y \) directions;
- \( u_x \) = shear velocity;
- \( V_{sd} \) = scour or deposition volume in the harbor;
- \( V \) = velocity vector produced by typhoon’s movement;
- \( V_x, V_y \) = components of \( V \) in \( x, y \) directions;
- \( W \) = wind speed;
- \( W_x, W_y \) = components of \( W \) in \( x, y \) directions;
- \( z_0 \) = roughness length for bed sediment;
- \( \alpha \) = incident angle of typhoon defined as that between typhoon’s moving direction and axis \( x \);
- \( \beta \) = a constant;
- \( \Delta \eta \) = deposition \((\Delta \eta > 0)\) or scour \((\Delta \eta < 0)\) thickness of bed;
- \( \varepsilon_z \) = vertical sediment diffusivity;
- \( \zeta \) = sea surface level;
- \( \eta \) = sea-bed elevation;
- \( \eta_0 \) = initial sea-bed elevation;
- \( \eta_{se} \) = sea-bed elevation at the end of computation;
- \( \kappa \) = von Karman’s constant;

Fig. 8. Time-dependent sediment flux profile along the mouth section for (a) track 6 and (b) track 8
\( \lambda \) = averaged area of all bursts per unit bed area;
\( \nu \) = viscosity coefficient of water;
\( \rho \) = density of sea water;
\( \rho_a \) = air density;
\( \rho_b \) = bulk density of bed material;
\( \rho_{bd} \) = bulk density of compact bed material;
\( \rho_s \) = dry bulk density of bed material;
\( \rho_p \) = density of sediment particles;
\( \tau^1 \) = skin friction of bed shear stress;
\( \tau_c \) = critical incipient stress of bed sediments;
\( (\tau_{xb}^1, \tau_{xb}^2) \) = bottom drag components;
\( (\tau_y^1, \tau_y^2) \) = surface wind stress components;
\( \varphi \) = latitude of the simulated domain;
\( \Omega \) = angular speed of rotation of the earth; and
\( \omega \) = settling velocity of sediments.


